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Abstract—A flexible all-optical format interconversion scheme1

based on a pump assisted nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM)2

is proposed and numerically simulated for the first time to3

our knowledge. In this scheme, input multi-Gbps 8QAM signals4

are divided into clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW)5

components by a 3-dB optical coupler (OC), which also couples6

light from the input pump into the NOLM from the CCW7

direction. The numerical model of the pump assisted NOLM with8

CW and CCW optical paths is simplified using a nonlinear Mach-9

Zehnder interferometer (MZI). Optical signals in the upper10

MZI arm will be mainly affected by the self-phase modulation11

(SPM) effect when traversing the highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF)12

and those in the lower MZI arm are impacted by cross-phase13

modulation (XPM) in addition to SPM when they experience14

the HNLF with the input pump light. When the upper-arm15

optical signal with SPM phase shift and the lower arm optical16

signal with SPM and XPM phase shifts are coherently mixed,17

a new converted 8QAM signal can be obtained. The power18

transfer function (PTF) of the pump assisted NOLM and the19

relative phase shift (RPS) between the input and the output20

optical signals are theoretically provided and verified. By only21

changing the input power of the 8QAM signal and the pump22

light, all-optical format interconversion of square-, standard-23

and star-shaped 8QAM signals can be achieved. Furthermore,24

the proposed scheme can achieve format conversion from the25

30 Gbps square-shaped 8QAM signal to a 20 Gbps quadrature26

phase shift keying (QPSK) signal. The scheme performance is27

analyzed via constellation diagrams, eye diagrams, the error28
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vector magnitude (EVM) and the bit error rate (BER) of the 29

optical signals. The scheme developed can be deployed in optical 30

gateways to connect different optical networks by dynamically 31

selecting their appropriate modulation formats. 32

Index Terms—All-optical signal processing, quadrature ampli- 33

tude modulation, self-phase modulation, cross-phase modulation, 34

nonlinear optical loop mirror. 35

I. INTRODUCTION 36

W ITH the development and application of the fifth- 37

generation (5G) and sixth generation (6G) mobile 38

communication technologies, the Internet of Things (IoT), the 39

Internet of Energy (IoE), automatic driving (AD), ultra-high 40

definition (UHD) video streams, various types of data traffic 41

are facing explosive growth of data rates in optical networks 42

[1]–[4]. According to Cisco, compound annual growth rates 43

(CAGRs) from 2018 to 2023 for global Internet users have 44

been 6% and for mobile devices and connection have been 8% 45

[5]. Whilst more and more large-bandwidth and low-latency 46

services put forward stricter requirements for optical network 47

nodes, homogeneous and heterogeneous optical networks are 48

also required to be all-optically interconnected via optical 49

network nodes. Thus, to transmit data traffic across such 50

optical networks, flexible and re-configurable optical network 51

nodes able to optically interconnect diverse optical networks 52

with different modulation formats become very important. All- 53

optical signal processing (AOSP) provides an effective method 54

for flexible all-optical networks (AONs), since processing 55

photons offers, inter alia, large-bandwidth, low-latency and 56

parallel processing [6]. Generally, data transmission between 57

different optical network variants will be via optical nodes, 58

connecting for instance, backbone optical networks (BONs) 59

to metro access networks (MANs) or local access networks 60

(LANs). These optical networks usually differ in their data 61

traffic types, network dimensions, access terminals and so on, 62

with corresponding optimal modulation formats for each [7], 63

[8]. Advanced modulation formats including m-ary quadrature 64

amplitude modulation (mQAM) and m-ary phase shift keying 65

(mPSK) have higher spectrum efficiency (SE) and better chro- 66

matic dispersion (CD) tolerance. Typical examples are 8QAM, 67

8PSK and 16QAM [8]–[11], which have been investigated and 68

implemented in a range of optical networks [12]–[15]. Optical 69

nodes must perform format conversion to ensure effective data 70

transmission between optical networks with different optimal 71

modulation formats. This has resulted in all-optical format 72
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conversion (AOFC) technology based on ultra-fast nonlinear73

effects in a variety of nonlinear media becoming an important74

research focus in flexible AONs [16]–[20].75

Lightwaves clearly possess multiple physical characteristics76

that can be modulated to convey information and convert-77

ing between the various modulation dimensions and formats78

requires different format conversion approaches, for exam-79

ple from phase to intensity. Aggregation and de-aggregation80

between low-order and high-order modulation formats for81

many modulation formats have been investigated widely to82

connect different LANs and BONs [4], [18], [21]. Aggregat-83

ing simple modulation formats into an advanced modulation84

format improves SE, for example when simply modulated data85

traffic for the same destination originates from different LAN86

users, the branch data traffic can be aggregated to form traffic87

employing advanced modulation formats. De-aggregation can88

be applied when traffic using advanced modulation formats89

comes from a BON with different user destinations to recover90

the simple modulation formats. This allows the use of simpler91

and cheaper LAN receivers, since individual users often do92

not require all the data from an advanced modulation format93

[22]. Although aggregation and de-aggregation between low-94

order and high-order modulation formats are key technologies95

in flexible AONs, another key to information transmission96

between optical networks with different modulation formats97

is conversion without changing the modulation order [6].98

For example, the all-optical conversion of QPSK and PAM499

signals or standard-shaped 8QAM (standard-8QAM), square-100

shaped 8QAM (square-8QAM) and 8PSK signals [23]–[26].101

The conversion of format produces no information loss or102

information redundancy and is thus extremely important in103

future AON implementation.104

However, in the schemes referenced above, modulation105

format interconversion was implemented based on discrete106

design schemes, requiring the deployment of at least two sets107

of independent devices, increasing optical node complexity108

and construction cost.109

8QAM has better tolerance to the noise than 16QAM signals110

and higher information capacity than QPSK [3], [9], meaning111

that it has been widely implemented in 100 Gbps optical112

transmission systems and beyond [27]–[30]. The transmis-113

sion performance of different 8QAM signals in a variety of114

optical transmission systems has also been investigated and115

compared [31]–[36]. AOFC of different 8QAM signals will116

be needed at optical network nodes when they are selected117

in different optical transmission systems. For example, when118

the information loaded on standard-8QAM are transmitted119

from fixed optical networks to free-space optical networks or120

visible light communication (VLC) optical networks loaded121

on square-8QAM, the format conversion is needed to be122

performed at optical network nodes [30], [33], [37]. Format123

conversion of star-8QAM to standard-8QAM using phase-124

sensitive amplification (PSA) has been reported to connect dif-125

ferent optical networks [38]. The same method has also been126

employed to convert square-8QAM to standard-8QAM with127

regeneration [25]. However, these schemes required phase-128

matching conditions to ensure effective four-wave mixing129

(FWM) and did not demonstrate the inverse optical format130

Standard-shaped 
8QAM

Star-shaped 
8QAM

Square-shaped 
8QAM

Fig. 1. Constellations of standard-, star- and square-shaped 8QAM signals.

conversion process. Another approach has been to utilize a 131

nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) for conversion 132

from standard-8QAM signals to square-8QAM signals [26]. 133

However, experimental implementation was prone to temper- 134

ature drift, vibration and other volatile environmental factors. 135

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no effective 136

scheme to achieve the all-optical format interconversion be- 137

tween star-8QAM, square-8QAM and standard-8QAM (with 138

constellation diagrams as shown in Fig. 1) within a single for- 139

mat conversion device. In this paper, a flexible all-optical for- 140

mat interconversion scheme between the 8QAM variants based 141

on a pump assisted nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM) is 142

proposed for the first time and numerically evaluated. This 143

all-optical format interconversion method is able to increase 144

optical node utility in the AOSP and promote the flexible 145

interconnection of different optical networks. Moreover, the 146

scheme also improves the utilization efficiency of the optical 147

conversion equipment and a pump assisted NOLM has better 148

environmental stability than a nonlinear MZI. An input 10 149

GBaud star-8QAM signal can be converted into a 10 GBaud 150

square-8QAM signal or a 10 GBaud standard-8QAM signal 151

by adjusting the input power of the star-8QAM signal and the 152

pump level. The same pump assisted NOLM can also convert 153

an input 10 GBaud standard-8QAM signal into a 10 GBaud 154

star-8QAM signal or an input 10 GBaud square-8QAM signal 155

into a 10 GBaud star-8QAM signal. The star-8QAM signal 156

can be considered as the intermediate optical signal in the 157

all-optical format interconversion of the rectangular-8QAM 158

signal and the standard-8QAM signal, as shown in Fig. 1. The 159

constellation diagrams may be used to demonstrate the efficacy 160

of the proposed all-optical format interconversion for star- 161

, rectangular- and standard-8QAM signals. The error vector 162

magnitude (EVM) and the bit error rate (BER) of the relative 163

optical signals before and after the interconversion may be 164

determined to evaluate the scheme performance. Moreover, 165

30 Gbps square-8QAM can also be converted into 20 Gbps 166

QPSK just by varying the power of the input pump. 167

II. THEORY AND OPERATION PRINCIPLE 168

A schematic diagram of the pump assisted NOLM is shown 169

in Fig. 2(a). Since the NOLM structure was proposed for the 170

first time in 1988 [39], it has been widely investigated in ultra- 171

fast optical signal processing, for example in amplitude re- 172

generation, multiplexing and demultiplexing, analog-to-digital 173

conversion (ADC), millimeter wave generation and format 174
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(b)(a)

OBPF

Fig. 2. Schematics of (a) the proposed pump assisted NOLM and (b) the corresponding simplified nonlinear MZI model.

conversion [18], [40]–[45]. Its inherent symmetric structure175

in two arms enables the clockwise (CW) optical pulses and176

the counter-clockwise (CCW) optical pulses to experience the177

same time delay. When these CW and CCW pulses have the178

same input power, the nonlinear phase shifts generated by self-179

phase modulation (SPM) both pulses are the same. The pump180

assisted NOLM designed here is formed by introducing an181

additional pump beam into the CCW arm. The cross-phase182

modulation (XPM) phase shift produced by this CCW pump183

is added to the transmitted CCW optical pulse. The nonlinear184

phase difference between the CW and the CCW optical paths185

is very important in the NOLM, which can be usually used to186

realize various optical signal processing functions, including187

adjustment of the amplitude and the phase distributions of the188

input optical signals. Moreover, marginal and undesired coun-189

terpropagating nonlinear effects, such as polarization mode190

dispersion (PMD), stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and191

stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) can be neglected in the192

simulation scheme. XPM phase shifts generated by the CW193

and the CCW signals on the counterpropagating optical pulses194

are constant and marginal and can also be neglected [41], [46],195

[47]. At this time, the proposed pump assisted NOLM structure196

with the CW and the CCW optical paths in Fig. 2(a), can be197

simplified into an equivalent nonlinear MZI model with upper198

and lower arms shown in Fig. 2(b).199

As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), the input optical signal is split200

equally by the first 3-dB optical coupler (OC1). The pump and201

the signal in the lower arm are mixed in OC2 and the resultant202

signal fed into the lower arm highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF).203

The input optical signal in the upper arm is also fed into204

the same HNLF. Finally, the outputs of the upper and lower205

arms are mixed in OC3. An optical band-pass filter (OBPF)206

with the same center frequency as input is used to filter out207

the converted optical signal. Only the nonlinear phase shift208

introduced by SPM is added to the upper arm signal that enters209

the HNLF, whereas when that from the lower arm enters the210

same HNLF with the pump, the XPM-induced nonlinear phase211

shift is added to the signal in addition to the effect of SPM.212

Thus, the coherent addition of the upper arm signal (with SPM213

only) to the lower arm signal (with SPM and XPM) enables214

flexible change of the amplitude and phase of the original215

optical input signal. The optical output signal phase and the216

amplitude distributions depend on the nonlinear phase shift217

difference between the signals in the two arms [19]. When 218

XPM occurs, power will flow between the input signal and 219

the pump, known as parametric amplification (PA). We now 220

present the mathematical analysis of the interaction between 221

the signal and the pump in the HNLF, based on the nonlinear 222

Schrödinger equation. 223

The mathematical relationship between the input and the 224

output ports of the 3-dB OC can be written as: 225(
E1,out

E2,out

)
=

√
2

2

(
1 i
i 1

)
·
(
E1,in

E2,in

)
(1)

E1,in, E2,in represent the electric fields of the input optical 226

signals, respectively. E1,out, E2,out represent the electric fields 227

of the output optical signals, respectively. In the proposed 228

pump assisted NOLM configuration, there is only one input 229

8QAM signal (of square, standard or star format), which can 230

be represented by E1,in, so E2,in is zero. For OC1, the output 231

for the upper arm optical signal can be expressed as: 232

E1,out =

√
2

2
E1,in (2)

The output of the lower arm optical signal can be written 233

as: 234

E2,out = i

√
2

2
E1,in (3)

Without considering the optical frequency oscillation item, 235

the electrical field of the input 8QAM signal can be written 236

as: 237

E1,in = Ain · eiϕin (4)

Ain and ϕin represent the amplitude and the initial phase 238

of the input optical signal; the initial phase of the pump is 239

zero. Assuming that the input signal and input pump have the 240

same polarization states, e. g., x-polarization. Moreover, the 241

polarization controller (PC) is used to ensure the polarization 242

states of the input signal and the input pump light to be 243

alignment in the practical experiment. For OC2, the output 244

electrical field from its bar port can be expressed as: 245

E1
oc2 =

√
2

2
E2,out +

√
2

2
iEpump

=
1

2
iAine

iϕin +

√
2

2
iApumpe

iϕpump

=
1

2

√
Pine

i(ϕin+
π
2 ) +

√
Ppump

2
ei
π
2

(5)
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E1
oc2 represents the electric field of the output lightwaves246

from the through port of OC2. Epump represents the electric247

filed of the input pump light. Apump and ϕpump represent248

the amplitude and the initial phase of the pump; Pin and249

Ppump are the input powers of the input and pump signals,250

respectively. Thus, when the lower arm input and the pump251

are mixed at OC2, the output optical signal and output pump252

from the through port of OC2 are fed into the HNLF. At this253

time, the first term and the second term in Equation (5) can254

be considered as the new input signal and pump for the next255

loop iteration.256

Namely, when the signal and the pump are coupled into the257

HNLF, their electric fields can be rewritten as:258 {
Es =

1
2

√
Pine

i(ϕin+
π
2 ) = 1

2

√
Pine

iϕ1

Epump =
√

Ppump
2 ei

π
2 =

√
Ppump

2 eiϕ0
(6)

Then, the amplitude and the phase of the new input signal259

are 1
2

√
Pin and ϕ1, respectively. The amplitude and the initial260

phase of the new input pump are
√

Ppump
2 and ϕ0, respectively.261

When the optical signal and the pump light are coupled into262

the HNLF, harmonics will be generated due to the FWM effect.263

The electric fields of the harmonics can be written as [48]:264 √
P ′
me

i(ω
′
mt+ϕ

′
m)

=[im
√
P0Jm(2γL

√
P0P1) + im−1

√
P1Jm−1(2γL

√
P0P1)]

· eiγP0L · eiγP1L · ei[m(ω1t+ϕ1)−(m−1)(ω0t+ϕ0)]

(7)
Take an integer for m. ω

′

m represent the angular frequencies265

of harmonics. When m = 1, the output harmonic is just266

the output optical signal. ω
′

1 and ω1 represent the angular267

frequencies of the output and input optical signals. Thus,268

ω
′

1=ω1. ω0 represents the angular frequency of the input269

pump light. The electric field of the output signal satisfies270

the following expression [48]:271 √
P

′
1e
i(ω

′
1t+ϕ

′
1)

=[i
√
P0J1(2γL

√
P0P1) +

√
P1J0(2γL

√
P0P1)]

· eiγP0L · eiγP1L · ei(ω1t+ϕ1)

=

√
P0J2

1 (2γL
√
P0P1) + P1J2

0 (2γL
√
P0P1)

· ei(ω1t+ϕ1+γP0L+γP1L) · eiϕbom

=Aei(ω1t+ϕA)

(8)

where272 
ϕbom = arctan

√
P0J1(2γL

√
P0P1)√

P1J0(2γL
√
P0P1)

ϕA = ϕ1 + γP0L+ γP1L+ ϕbom

A2 = P0J
2
1 (2γL

√
P0P1) + P1J

2
0 (2γL

√
P0P1)

(9)

P0 and P1 represent the power of the input optical signal and273

the pump light, respectively. J0 and J1 represent the Bessel274

functions, respectively. γ and L represent the nonlinear coef-275

ficient and the effective HNLF length, respectively. Notably,276

By use of (6), ϕ1, P1, P0 in (7), (8) and (9) can be expressed 277

as: 278
ϕ1 = ϕin + π

2

P1 = 1
4Pin

P0 = 1
2Ppump

(10)

Thus, the output optical signal from the lower arm HNLF 279

can be rewritten as: 280

Elow3,in = A · eiϕA (11)

The upper arm output signal is affected only by SPM when 281

it traverses the upper arm HNLF. Its optical field can be 282

expressed as: 283

Eup3,in =

√
Pin
2
ei(ϕin+ϕspm)

=

√
Pin
2
ei(ϕin+

γLPin
2 )

(12)

Finally, at OC3, the through signal can be written as: 284

Eup3,out =

√
2

2
Eup3,in + i

√
2

2
Elow3,in

=

√
Pin
2

ei(ϕin+
γLPin

2 ) +
A√
2
ei(ϕA+π

2 )

=MeiϕM · eiϕin +NeiϕN · eiϕin

= Aout · eiϕout

(13)

The transmission coefficient (TC) is defined as the ratio 285

between the output and input optical signals: 286

TC =
Eup3,out
E1,in

=
Aoute

iϕout

Aineiϕin
=
Aout
Ain

eiϕrps (14)

From (13) and (14), the output power transfer function 287

(PTF) and the relative phase shift (RPS) can be expressed 288

as: 289{
Pout =M2 +N2 + 2MNcos(ϕM − ϕN )

ϕrps = ϕout − ϕin = arctanMsinϕM+NsinϕN
McosϕM+NcosϕN

(15)

where 290
M =

√
Pin
2

N = A√
2

ϕM = 1
2γLPin

ϕN = ϕbom + 1
4γLPin + 1

2γLPpump + π

(16)

To observe the PTF and the RPS of the pump assisted 291

NOLM, square-8QAM was first applied to verify the format 292

conversion from this to star-8QAM. In the test, the HNLF 293

considered had a nonlinear coefficient of 13.1 (km·W)−1, an 294

effective length of ∼550 m and a dispersion parameter of 295

1.6×10−6 s/m2; the reference frequency was 193.1 THz and 296

fiber losses were neglected. The input square-8QAM had a 297

frequency of 193.1 THz at average power of 24 dBm. The 298

input pump light had a frequency of 193.07 THz at average 299

power of 10 dBm (Ppump=10 dBm). The modulation index 300

(MI) of the inner and the outer rings of the square-8QAM 301

was 0.5. The MI is defined as the ratio of the difference in 302

power between the outer ring and the inner ring constellations 303
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Fig. 3. PTF and RPS versus the input power for the format conversion from
the square-shaped 8QAM signal to the star-shaped 8QAM signal.

to the power of the outer ring constellations. The mathematical304

expression can be written as:305

MI =
Pouter − Pinner

Pouter
(17)

Pinner and Pouter represent the inner and outer rings power306

of the input 8QAM signal. The PTF and the RPS as functions307

of the power of the input optical signal are shown in Fig. 3.308

Since the powers of the inner and outer rings of the input309

square-8QAM are 22.22 dBm and 25.23 dBm, respectively,310

the corresponding output powers are ∼7.21 dBm and ∼13.73311

dBm. The corresponding RPS values of the inner and the312

outer rings are ∼1.0618 rad and ∼1.9156 rad, respectively.313

Although the output optical signal still has two inner and the314

outer ring intensity level, the phase difference between the two315

corresponding RPSs is ∼0.85 rad, i.e., ∼48.9◦. This can be316

utilized to compensate for the phase offset of 45◦ between the317

inner and the outer rings of the input square-8QAM signal,318

leaving a residual difference in the output 8QAM signal of319

just 3.9◦. Clearly, this is much less than the input square-320

8QAM signal 45◦ phase difference and an acceptably small321

error. In addition, considering that the nonlinear phase shift322

introduced by the outer ring constellation points is higher than323

that introduced by the inner ring constellation points, the 3.9◦324

phase difference between the inner and the outer rings in the325

output 8QAM signal can also be neglected. Namely, the output326

8QAM signal can be deemed star-8QAM and the input square-327

8QAM has been converted into star-8QAM.328

We also verified the format conversion from a star-8QAM329

signal to a square-8QAM signal with the same HNLF pa-330

rameters. The input signal was a 21.8 dBm (average power)331

star-shaped 8QAM signal with a MI of 0.708 and the input332

pump power was 20.4 dBm. The PTF and the RPS functions333

with the input power were determined and are shown in Fig. 4.334

Since the input inner and outer rings of the star-shaped 8QAM335

signal had powers of 18.31 dBm and 23.66 dBm, respectively,336

the corresponding output powers were 8.09 dBm and 11.05337

dBm. The power gap between the output inner and outer rings338

was 2.96 dB, close to the ideal square-8QAM value of 3 dB.339

The inner and the outer rings of star-8QAM are in phase but340

ideal square-8QAM has a phase difference of 45◦ between341
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the inner and the outer rings. For the input star-8QAM, the 342

corresponding output RPSs of the inner and the outer rings 343

were -0.5637 rad and 0.2876 rad, respectively. Thus, there is 344

a phase difference gap of ∼48.8◦, which is again close to 345

45◦. Considering that the nonlinear phase shift introduced by 346

the inner and the outer rings of the input star-8QAM signal is 347

different, the extra phase difference of 3.8◦ in the RPS can also 348

be accepted for the converted square-8QAM signal. Therefore, 349

conversion of star-8QAM into square-8QAM can be achieved 350

based on the same pump assisted NOLM configuration by 351

changing the signal and pump input power. 352

For standard-8QAM to star-8QAM conversion, we consider 353

a standard-8QAM signal with a MI of 0.708 and 20 dBm 354

average input power, with corresponding inner and outer ring 355

powers of 16.55 dBm and 21.9 dBm, respectively. Using a 10 356

dBm pump, the PTF and the RPS functions with the input 357

optical signal power are shown in Fig. 5. The corresponding 358

output powers of the rings in the optical signal were -0.08 dBm 359

and 6.65 dBm, respectively. So, the output optical signal still 360

has two intensity levels with corresponding RPSs of ∼0.1852 361

rad and ∼0.9864 rad, respectively; i.e. a gap of ∼0.8 rad or 362

∼45.84◦. This can also be used to compensate for the inherent 363

phase offset of 45◦ between the inner and the outer rings in 364

the input standard-8QAM with an error of ∼2%. Thus, the 365
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Fig. 6. The proposed scheme of all-optical format interconversion, Tx:
Transmitter, Rx: Receiver.
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Fig. 7. Constellations of (a) the input 30 Gbit/s square-shaped 8QAM signal,
(b) the output star-shaped 8QAM signal.

result was successfully conversion to star-8QAM.366

Similarly, when a 20 dBm (average power), 0.708 MI star-367

8QAM was injected into the pump assisted NOLM, with the368

same physical parameters, its corresponding PTF and RPS369

functions were as presented in Fig. 5. The input star-shaped370

8QAM signal had no phase difference between its inner and371

outer rings but a phase difference 45.84◦ was generated with372

the same 2% error observed for conversion the in the other373

direction. The output signal preserved two inner and the outer374

ring intensity levels, as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, input star-375

8QAM was successfully converted into standard-8QAM based376

on the same pump assisted NOLM.377

Above all, for each type of format conversion, both PTF and378

RPS can be obtained through equations (15) and (16). TABLE379

I shows the input and output power and RPSs of optical380

signals and pump lights before and after format conversion.381

The format conversion processing for different input 8QAM382

signals can be seen more clearly.383

384

III. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS385

The proposed all-optical format interconversion configura-386

tion is shown in Fig. 6. A configurable optical transmitter387

was used to generate the input 10 GBaud square-, standard-,388

and star-shaped 8QAM signals at a center frequency of 193.1389

THz. In the simulation, the transmitter comprised a cascaded390

phase modulator (PM) and amplitude modulator (AM), a391

pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) generator, non-return392

zero (NRZ) coders and a laser (the linewidth of which was393

neglected). An amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise394
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Fig. 8. Constellations of (a) the input 30 Gbit/s star-shaped 8QAM signal,
(b) the output square-shaped 8QAM signal and (c) the output standard-shaped
8QAM signal.
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Fig. 9. Constellations of (a) the input 30 Gbit/s standard-shaped 8QAM signal,
(b) the output star-shaped 8QAM signal.

source was used to change the input optical signal-to-noise 395

ratio (OSNR) followed by an OBPF to remove the out-of- 396

band noise. An OC was used to separate the various input 397

8QAM signals into upper arm and the lower arm optical 398

signals. A 193.07 THz pump was coupled into the pump 399

assisted NOLM from the lower arm direction. Notably, in 400

the practical optical transmission systems, the polarization 401

states of the signal and the pump need to be alignment by 402

the PC. The SBS threshold of the HNLF used also need to 403

be increased by applying a temperature distribution, applying 404

a strain gradient, pre-processing by the phase modulation or 405

other promising methods [49]–[51]. When optical signals in 406

the upper arm and the lower arm passed through the HNLF, 407

they were coherently superposed in the OC. An OBPF centered 408

on 193.1 THz was placed after the through port of the OC 409

to filter out the converted 8QAM signal. Finally, the output 410

optical signal was demodulated by the coherent receiver. The 411

HNLF used in the pump assisted NOLM had the same physical 412

parameters as those in Section II and a dispersion slope of 413

0.02 ps/((nm)2km). When a 24 dBm (average power) input 414

square-8QAM signal and 10 dBm pump were injected into 415

the pump assisted NOLM, a converted star-8QAM signal was 416

obtained, as shown in Fig. 7. When a 21.8 dBm (average 417

power) input star-8QAM signal (Fig. 8(a)) and 20.4 dBm 418

pump were applied, a converted square-8QAM signal was 419

extracted, as shown in Fig. 8(b). Similarly, when the input 420

was star-8QAM signal with an input average power of 20 dBm 421

using a pump of 10 dBm, a converted standard-8QAM signal 422

was generated, as shown in Fig. 8(c). When an input average 423

power of 20 dBm standard-8QAM signal and 10 dBm pump 424

were applied, a converted star-8QAM signal was produced, as 425

shown in Fig. 9. 426

To characterize the degree of noise interference on the 427
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TABLE I
POWER AND RPSS RELATIONSHIPS OF INPUT AND OUTPUT OPTICAL SIGNALS BEFORE AND AFTER FORMAT CONVERSION.

Input
signal

signal
Average power

Input
inner ring

Input
outer ring

Pump
power

Output
inner ring

Output
outer ring

RPS of
inner ring

RPS of
outer ring

Output
signal

Square-8QAM 24 dBm 22.22 dBm 25.23 dBm 10 dBm 7.21 dBm 13.73 dBm 1.0618 rad 1.9156 rad Star-8QAM
Star-8QAM 21.8 dBm 18.31 dBm 23.66 dBm 20.4 dBm 8.09 dBm 11.05 dBm -0.5637 rad 0.2876 rad Square-8QAM

Standard-8QAM 20 dBm 16.55 dBm 21.90 dBm 10 dBm -0.08 dBm 6.65 dBm 0.1852 rad 0.9864 rad Star-8QAM
Star-8QAM 20 dBm 16.55 dBm 21.90 dBm 10 dBm -0.08 dBm 6.65 dBm 0.1852 rad 0.9864 rad Standard-8QAM
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Fig. 10. BER versus receiver OSNR for the format conversion of square-
shaped 8QAM to star-shaped 8QAM with the input OSNR of 25 dB.

optical signal in the transmission process, an ASE noise source428

was added to change the receiver OSNR. A sequence of 217429

signal symbols was applied to calculate the BER performance430

of the input and the output optical signals when the receiver431

OSNR varied for an input OSNR of 25 dB. Fig. 10 shows the432

BER performance for the conversion from square-8QAM to433

star-8QAM before and after the pump assisted NOLM. The434

corresponding EVM values were 8.89% for the input square-435

8QAM and 11.37% for the converted star-8QAM. OSNR436

values of 22 dB, 23 dB and 24.5 dB were required achieve437

a hard-decision forward-error-correction (HD-FEC) threshold438

of 3.8 × 10−3 (log value of -2.42), for ideal square-8QAM439

with back-to-back (BTB) transmission, input square-8QAM440

and output star-8QAM, respectively. There was thus a power441

penalty of 1.5 dB resulting from the format conversion. It442

can be seen from the constellations in Fig. 7 that significant443

nonlinear phase noise induced by the SPM and XPM effects444

was added to the output star-8QAM. The power ratio (PR)445

between the inner and the outer rings of the star-8QAM446

signal has a significant impact on its BER performance,447

which is also impacted by the phase distance (PD) and the448

amplitude distance (AD) of the adjacent constellations [19].449

The generated nonlinear phase noise makes the PD shorter,450

which leads to the degradation of the phase noise tolerance in451

the converted star-8QAM signal. Although the nonlinear phase452

noise induced by SPM and XPM effects can degrade the phase453

noise tolerance of star-8QAM, optical nonlinear regenerators454

can be deployed to mitigate this negative impact [51], [52].455

Fig. 11 shows the BER performance versus the receiver456

OSNR for conversion from a star-8QAM input to standard-457

8QAM and the square-8QAM. At the HD-FEC threshold, the458
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Fig. 11. BER versus receiver OSNR for the format conversion of star-shaped
8QAM to standard-shaped 8QAM and square-shaped 8QAM with the input
OSNR of 25 dB.

corresponding receiver OSNRs are 26.4 dB, 21 dB and 22.2 459

dB, respectively. Clearly, compared to the input star-8QAM, 460

the converted standard- and square-8QAM signals offer OSNR 461

advantages of 4.2 dB and 5.4 dB, respectively. Moreover, 462

there is a 1.2 dB OSNR advantage in favor of standard- 463

8QAM over square-8QAM in the output signals. For the ideal 464

star-8QAM signal with BTB transmission, the corresponding 465

receiver OSNR is 24.5 dB. the converted standard- and square- 466

8QAM signals also offer OSNR advantages of 3.5 dB and 467

2.3 dB. In the proposed scheme, the star-8QAM generated 468

has a larger PR, which makes it more easily distorted by 469

amplitude noise, as shown in Fig. 8(a). For the converted 470

standard- and square-8QAM signals, the constellation points of 471

the inner and the outer rings of both signals have a phase offset 472

of approximately 45◦, as shown in Fig. 8(b)-(c), allowing 473

the converted optical signals to achieve a better balance in 474

tolerating amplitude and phase noise. The smallest Euclidian 475

distance between adjacent constellation points in standard- 476

8QAM is larger than that in square-8QAM, meaning it usually 477

has a better noise tolerance, which translates to the superior 478

BER performance seen in Fig. 11. For an input OSNR of 25 479

dB, the EVMs of the input star-8QAM signal and the output 480

standard- and square-8QAM signals were 9.18%, 7.49% and 481

8.52%, respectively. Thus, the standard- and square-8QAM 482

outputs showed respective improvements of 1.69% and 0.66%. 483

Therefore, format conversion from star-8QAM to standard- 484

and square-shaped 8QAM also offers all-optical regeneration 485

with geometric constellation shaping (GCS). 486

Fig. 12 shows the BER performance versus receiver OSNR 487

for conversion from standard-8QAM to star-8QAM. At an 488
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Fig. 12. BER versus receiver OSNR for the format conversion of standard-
shaped 8QAM to star-shaped 8QAM with the input OSNR of 25 dB.

input OSNR of 25 dB, the input and output EVMs were 9.21%489

and 8.19%, respectively. The converted star-8QAM signal490

exhibited a 0.6 dB power penalty over the input standard-491

8QAM signal at the HD-FEC level for the same input OSNR.492

For the ideal standard-8QAM signal with BTB transmission,493

the corresponding receiver OSNR is 21.3 dB. the converted494

star-8QAM signal obtains OSNR penalty of 1.4 dB. As shown495

in Fig. 9, the converted star-8QAM accumulated a significant496

amount of nonlinear phase noise from SPM and XPM. The497

higher power outer ring constellation points were particularly498

vulnerable. The phase offset of 45◦ between the inner and499

the outer rings of the input standard-shaped 8QAM signal500

can be eliminated by the pump assisted NOLM. Although the501

converted star-8QAM signals had worse BER performance,502

regardless of the input type, this format still offers better laser503

linewidth tolerance [53].504

The converted star-8QAM can also be considered as a505

combination of QPSK signals with two rings. The amplitude506

shift keying (ASK) part of the star-8QAM obtained can be507

received using direct detection (DD) [54]. Moreover, as a508

hierarchically modulated optical signal, the ASK part can be509

sent to a traditional passive optical network (PON) and the510

QPSK part can be utilized in an advanced PON with digital511

signal processing (DSP) [55].512

Since the fact that GCS is often achieved by changing the513

signal constellations distribution, this all-optical format inter-514

conversion of square-, standard- and star-8QAM signals can be515

viewed as GCS in the amplitude and the phase distributions.516

Deploying all-optical format interconversion configuration at517

the optical gateway is beneficial to the all-optical interconnec-518

tion of homogeneous and heterogeneous optical networks by519

using different optical modulation formats. The pump assisted520

NOLM approach offers a general-purpose conversion method521

to achieve this.522

Fig. 13 shows the conversion of 25 dB OSNR 10 GBaud523

square-8QAM into QPSK using the pump assisted NOLM.524

The amplitude and phase differences between the inner and525

the outer rings of the square-8QAM signal can be eliminated526

simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, this is the527

first reported format conversion from square-8QAM to QP-528
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Fig. 13. Constellations of (a) the input 30 Gbit/s square-shaped 8QAM signal,
(b) converted QPSK signal.
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Fig. 14. PTF and RPS versus the input power for the format conversion from
the 30Gbit/s square-shaped 8QAM signal to the QPSK signal.

SK. Most existing schemes have only demonstrated format 529

conversion from standard- and star-8QAM to QPSK [3], [9], 530

[21], [56]. The PTF and the RPS of the format conversion 531

from square-8QAM to QPSK are shown in Fig. 14 using a 532

21.8 dBm pump. When the input square-8QAM signal had an 533

average power of 24 dBm, the corresponding output powers 534

of the inner and the outer rings in the converted QPSK signal 535

were 13.09 dBm and 14.29 dBm, respectively. There was a 536

thus power gap of 1.2 dB between the inner and the outer 537

rings power in the converted QPSK signal, reduced from the 538

3 dB gap between the inner and the outer rings of the input 539

square-8QAM signal. The phase offset between adjacent input 540

square-8QAM constellation points at the inner and the outer 541
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Fig. 15. Eye diagrams of (a) the input 30 Gbit/s square-shaped 8QAM signal,
(b) converted QPSK signal.
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Fig. 16. BER versus receiver OSNR for the format conversion of square-
shaped 8QAM to QPSK with the input OSNR of 25 dB.

rings can also be mitigated. For example, the output RPSs for542

the inner and the outer rings in the input square-8QAM were543

-0.16 rad and 0.66 rad, respectively. Moreover, the relative544

nonlinear phase difference was circa 47.17◦, which was within545

5% of the ideal value of 45◦. Thus, the output signal was546

QPSK, albeit with the amplitude difference noted above. This547

can also be observed from the eye diagrams of square-8QAM548

and QPSK with a 30 dB OSNR input, shown in Fig. 15. The549

3 dB square-8QAM power interval between the inner and the550

outer rings was reduced to 1.2 dB, which may be observed551

to be consistent with Fig. 14 in the QPSK signal simulation552

(Fig. 15(b)).553

Fig. 16 shows the BER performance of the converted QPSK554

and the input square-8QAM, obtained from evaluating 217,555

25 dB OSNR symbols. The converted signals offer a 5.8 dB556

receiver OSNR advantage at the HD-FEC limit resulting from557

the larger Euclidean distances between adjacent constellation558

points. Therefore, the pump assisted NOLM can be deployed559

at the optical gateway to obtain QPSK by amplitude and phase560

erasure of the square-8QAM signal.561

IV. CONCLUSION562

In this paper, a configurable all-optical format intercon-563

version scheme of square-, standard- and star-shaped 8QAM564

signals based on a pump assisted NOLM is proposed and565

numerically simulated for the first time to our knowledge.566

Input square- and standard-8QAM signals can be converted567

into the star-8QAM and vice versa. Therefore, star-8QAM568

can be employed as the intermediate optical signal to realize569

all-optical format interconversion between the square- and570

standard-8QAM. When the input OSNR is set as 25 dB,571

the constellation and eye diagrams have been assessed to572

evaluate the optical format interconversion results intuitive-573

ly. For converting square-8QAM to star-8QAM signal, the574

converted there was a 1.5 dB degradation in the receiver575

OSNR; for standard-8QAM to star-8QAM, the received OSNR576

degradation was just 0.6 dB. Finally, for conversion from577

star-8QAM to square- and standard-8QAM signals, the output578

signals had improvements of 4.3 dB and 5.4 dB respectively in579

their receiver OSNR values. Meanwhile, the proposed scheme 580

was extended to realize conversion from the square-8QAM to 581

QPSK, particularly at low OSNRs. The proposed scheme can 582

be deployed in optical gateways to connect homogeneous and 583

heterogeneous optical networks by dynamically selecting their 584

optimal modulation formats. It also has the potential applied 585

advantage in realizing the format conversion of wavelength 586

division multiplexing (WDM) channels. 587
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